RAVENNA™ CD GAS FIREPLACE INSERT

Warmth and style come together in a sleek gas
fireplace insert that will transform a standard fireplace
into a classy focal point for your home.

■ Nothing draws family and friends together like the slow dance and radiant warmth of a fire. The Ravenna™ CD directvent fireplace insert offers the convenience of gas, sleek contemporary styling, and efficient home heating. The Ravenna CD
insert transforms your standard fireplace into a cost-effective heat source and warm, beautiful gathering place. ■

STANDARD FEATURES
Variety of face and media options available to complement your
particular taste
State-of-the-art burn technology provides a vibrant flame that
brings warmth and ambiance to the room
Total Comfort Control™ remote thermostat system
Remote controlled, variable-speed 155-CFM blower to circulate
warmth in your home
Stylish reflective porcelain firebox liners that fill the firebox with the
warm glow of the flame
Operates without power—still heats during a power outage
Approved for zero-clearance (metal) and masonry fireplaces
Heavy, 14-gauge aluminized steel firebox construction
Limited Lifetime Warranty

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Propane conversion kit
Barrier screen
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Reflective porcelain panels

From the convenience of your sofa, you can use your Total Comfort Control™ remote to adjust
the room temperature around the exact area where you are relaxing. Six heat and blower settings give you
precise control to efficiently heat the space around you.
The Ravenna™ CD balances aesthetics with heat. While a large flame is pleasing, it can quickly overheat
the room. If you turn it off, you lose the enjoyment of the flame. The SMART setting on your Total Comfort
Control remote conserves fuel by automatically lowering flame height as the room approaches the desired
temperature, so you don’t have to make continuous adjustments.

CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR TASTE
FACE

MEDIA

Choose your finish.

Select from five glass media options to suit your taste or to
complement home décor.

Reflective Blue

Goldfinger

Black finish

Reflective Black

Platinum

Copper

Mink finish
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SPECIFICATIONS

RAVENNA™ CD DIMENSIONS

RAVENNA™ CD DIRECT-VENT GAS INSERT
HEATING CAPACITY*
INSERT WEIGHT
BTU INPUT
NATURAL GAS
LP GAS (PROPANE)
CANADIAN ENERGUIDE
NATURAL GAS
RATING
LP GAS (PROPANE)
STEADY-STATE EFFICIENCY**
BLOWER

A

B

VENT PIPE

500–1,500 SQ. FT.
151 LBS.
HIGH 32,000 / LOW 21,000
HIGH 27,000 / LOW 21,000
69.20%
67.28%
83%–86%
155-CFM VARIABLE-SPEED
BLOWER (STANDARD)
COLINEAR 3" FLEX VENT

C

A
B

FRONT WIDTH		
OVERALL UNIT HEIGHT TO TOP
OF 3" FLUE COLLAR
UNIT DEPTH			
REAR HEIGHT TO CENTERLINE
OF 3" FLUE COLLAR
DEPTH TO CENTERLINE OF 3"
FLUE COLLAR

C
D
E

*Square-feet heating capacities are approximations only. Local conditions such as elevation, wind, vent configuration
and choice of fuels will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance can also vary
with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories
chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is operated.
**Efficiency varies slightly with various pipe configurations.

31-1/4"
19-3/8"
15-7/8"
18-1/2"
13-3/8"

INSERT SURROUNDS
STANDARD SURROUND
(THREE PIECES)
29"H x 41"W
29"H x 48"W
33"H x 41"W
33"H x 48"W

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW
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STANDARD SURROUND
(ONE PIECE)
29"H x 41"W

Traditional surround ships with black trim.
Gold or nickel surround trim kits available.

A

MINIMUM FIREPLACE OPENING
B

D

FRONT WIDTH					
HEIGHT					
REAR WIDTH					
DEPTH					

C

E

31-1/2"
19-1/2"
18"
16"

CLEARANCES
COMBUSTIBLE MANTEL

F
G

RAVENNA CD
35-1/2"
25-1/2"

H
J

RAVENNA CD
0" 2" 4"
14" 10" 0"

FF
G

HEARTH
HEIGHT

J

H

Hearth protection to be min. 3/8"
(10mm)-thick non-combustible or
equivalent, with a k factor of .84.

EXISTING FIREPLACE HEARTH

IMPORTANT NOTES:
As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot
during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before using this
appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.
Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel will
affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance can also
vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of fuel used,
appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation and how the
appliance is operated.
Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and prices
are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.
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